We often make a mistake in our estimate of character in placing children at too great a distance from their elders.
hibit fully as much variety of disposition. They have simply less development and experience, and are usually but not always more impulsive. They have not had the experience which enables some adults, not all, to exercise self control.
But on the whole, I have not been able to detect any great essential differences between children and their elders.
The elder has had some additional mental growth and training. If the training has been good, it makes him the better patient; otherwise he may be worse, his mind filled with unreasonable notions, dreads and fears. I should prefer the child untrained to the adult ill-trained. I should prefer a patient with all his experience to get, to one whose experience has been unhappy and misleading.
At the outset we are quite apt, I think, to underrate the intelligence of children. They are often treated practically on the assumption that they know nothing, while the fact is they know a good deal. It is assumed that they are incapable of an understanding as to why things are done, but should simply submit out of deference to their elders and as a matter of course.
There is one thing children know and seem to know instinctively, and that is who like them and who don't. They know the sympathetic touch from the unsympathetic, and recognize their friends even among strangers.
If any dentist is affected with the mania of child hatred, if he looks on children generally as being merely in the way and better out, as far as his practice is concerned, he may as well leave them out. He will only arouse all their worse elements, and if they have any spirit it all will be manifested in well deserved antagonism.
An adult who has been trained to habits of cool calculation, may endure pain at the hand of one he dislikes, and who dislikes him for the sake of results, but children are not equal to such hypocrisy.
Any dentist who hopes to do a family practice is all wrong in permitting himself to cultivate such a disposition toward children.
Children cannot help being children, with all the peculiarities incident to childhood.
As dentists, they are on our hands and we cannot evade the responsibility which devolves on us. It is the part of wisdom therefore, to recognize the facts and govern ourselves accordingly. We 
